### 3” Trip Around the World

#### Supplies:
- 7/8 yd. of Fabric in seven different colors going from light to dark
- 2/3 yd. Border Fabric One
- 1 1/4 yd. Border Fabric Two
- 1 1/2 yd. Border Fabric Three
- 2/3 yd. Binding Fabric

#### Directions:
1. Cut nine pieces of each color into 3 1/2” strips
2. Sew nine panels of colors one through seven.
3. Cross cut panels 3 1/2”
4. Sew the ends of each strip together to form a tube.
5. Using the diagram on the backside of this sheet unpick each strip at the right color placement for each row.
6. Sew to fit the diagram.
7. Once the top is finished cut the borders and sew.

#### BORDER
1. Border one cut at 1 1/2” to finish at two
2. Border two cut at 4 1/2” to finish at four
3. Border three cut at 6 1/2” to finish at six.